1. See current catalog for additional part suffixes to indicate package quantity.

2. The Fiberrunner 4x4 and 6x4 Quiklock Trapeze Bracket is used to support the Fiberrunner 4x4 and/or 6x4 cable routing systems between two (2) sections of new or existing 3/8" (M10) threaded rod that are 10" (254) - 13" (330.2) apart.

3. The Fiberrunner 4x4 and 6x4 Quiklock Trapeze Bracket includes:
   One (1) bracket assembly,
   Four (4) 3/8 helical spring lockwashers (FR6TB38 only),
   Four (4) 3/8-16 heavy hex nuts (FR6TB38 only),
   Four (4) M10 helical spring lockwashers (FR6TB39M only),
   Four (4) M10x1.5 hex nuts (FR6TB39M only).

4. Finish color: Black (except for hardware).

5. Dimensions in parentheses are in metric.
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